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I have witnessed them selling their life’s accumulated possessions in yard sales. Their credit is being damaged beyond repair as they are forced to dependency on free lunch, food stamps, and other government programs in an attempt to get through another week.¹

—County Judge Albey Brock on the effect of coal-industry layoffs in Eastern Kentucky.

For generations, coal-fired power plants have provided employment and other economic resources to communities across the United States.² In turn, citizens and local governments have come to rely on the coal industry as the driving force of their local economies.³ However, this stability has become increasingly threatened, and will continue to be, as the coal industry faces competition from natural gas power and increased regulation from the Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”).⁴ While the price superiority of natural gas over coal fluctuates,⁵ the effects of competition from natural gas can be compounded by government regulations, causing some to instead shutter and thereby also reduce demand for their supplying coal mines.⁶

Incidental to such closures and the reduced demand for coal are the economic hardships faced by communities that have grown economically dependent on the coal industry. In many cases, these communities have been left without any sort of replacement for the resources provided by the departed coal industry.⁷ For example, in eastern Kentucky, dependence on the coal industry reverberates throughout the economy: economists estimate that one coal-mining job supports three-and-a-half other jobs in that region’s economy.⁸ More staggering is the fact that eastern Kentucky’s economy is more dependent on the coal industry than Detroit is upon the auto industry.⁹ The human toll that results from the shuttering of coal-fired power plants has been witnessed across the United States,¹⁰ but as of yet, few organizations, members of Congress, or states have come forth with practical solutions capable of protecting the local economies of towns impacted by shuttered coal-fired power plants. The effect that a lack of transition planning may cause is not without precedent and worryingly resembles the steel mill closures and deindustrialization of the 1970s and early 1980s, which devastated communities that continue to struggle to recover.¹¹

In a hope to avert the widespread recurrence of such post-industrial consequences, this Note will propose two solutions designed to work in tandem. The first solution amends the Energy Consumers Relief Act (“ECRA”) to provide (1) additional protection through cooperative interagency review of
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certain proposed EPA regulations and (2) flexible, ad hoc implementation of an economic transition plan for communities that are ultimately affected by coal-fired power plant closures due to regulations that come within ECRA12 and this Note’s suggested amendment. The second solution provides two routes for state-level action. The primary second solution calls for state legislation requiring transition plans for communities affected by coal-fired power plant closures, regardless of what precipitated the closure. The alternate state solution proposes qualifying coal-fired power plants be repowered as natural gas power plants.

Each solution is meant to provide a viable transition plan for citizens and local governments to offset the economic hardships host communities face from a coal-fired power plant closure. Each solution also encourages civic engagements to allow communities a degree of autonomy in determining and planning their future development. Most importantly, these solutions also further the discussion that workers and host communities need not become collateral damage to environmental interests.

With the viability of these solutions in mind, this Note does not intend to present solutions which choose between the coal, gas, and renewable and alternative energy industries; it only proposes there should be a transition plan set in place to protect communities that host a shuttering coal-fired power plant. Because the proposed federal amendment to ECRA would be unlikely to trigger federal action in many cases, and because not all states can be expected to adopt either of the alternate state solutions, these dual proposals are necessary to establish a fixed floor and flexible ceiling of protection for host communities. These are seemingly involved but ultimately straightforward and practical solutions that states and municipalities have already proved amenable to undertaking.13

To present these solutions, Part I portrays three communities to demonstrate the economic benefits provided by coal-fired power plants and how closures of such plants impair the ability of citizens to find employment or sources of income and local governments to raise revenues.14 It also discusses the implications of recent EPA rules that tighten regulation over the coal industry but which, arguably, inadequately account for the latent economic impact these rules pose to coal-dependent communities and addresses the historical parallel of steel mill closures. Part II presents and analyzes various solution models that have, at least partially, attempted to address this problem. Part III proposes the dual federal- and state-level solutions discussed above. Part IV concludes that the proposed solutions will permit host communities to determine what their region, post-coal, should look like and, in doing so, foster civic engagement and community during what will be a momentous turning point into a new era for these coal-dependent communities.

I. Community, Dependence, and Introduction to the Need for Environmental and Protective Economic Legislation

Coal-fired power plants are both the heroes and villains of the communities which house them. Though plants pose national health concerns which bear most heavily on communities in close proximity to them,15 they also supply financial resources which save these dependent communities from economic ruin.16

A. Local Impacts of Coal-Fired Power Plant and Coal Mine Closures

This is going to be a ghost town. All we’re missing is the tumbleweeds.

—Melissa DiNunno, local storeowner of Masontown, Pennsylvania, on the effect of the expected Hatfield plant closure.17

I. Dunkirk, NY: Coal-Fired Power Plant Community

Like many of the more divisive coal-fired power plants, the Dunkirk plant is hosted by a small, rural community and was constructed in the 1950s.18 Over time, Dunkirk’s operations expanded, doubling its capabilities by 1960, and the plant made major upgrades to control its emissions in 1999.19 By 2011, the Dunkirk plant had become integral to the local community and economy.20 NRG Energy, Inc. (“NRG”), the plant’s operator, paid taxes accounting for 18% of the city’s budget and further paid $4.1 million annually to the local school district as part of a payment in lieu of taxes program, accounting for 10% of the district’s budget.21 But in 2012, NRG announced it had lost $73 million in 2011 and could no longer compete against cheaper gas alternatives,22 and so decided to shutter the plant.23

Local community members and local and state officials responded quickly and engaged in negotiations and hearings
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to avert tax increases, cuts to city services, and school district layoffs in addition to the job losses at the Dunkirk plant.\textsuperscript{24} A crisis in Dunkirk was averted after Governor Andrew M. Cuomo announced an agreement to repower the Dunkirk plant to a natural gas facility.\textsuperscript{25} While Dunkirk serves as a model for civic engagement and concerted political efforts between local, county, and state officials to achieve a practical solution, or a transition plan away from a shuttering coal-fired power plant, Dunkirk’s experience has proven to be an exception.\textsuperscript{26}

2. Eastern Kentucky: Coal-Mining Community

In Appalachia, Knott County, Kentucky has faced economic decline as more rigorous federal environmental regulations motivate utilities to close outdated coal-fired power plants rather than make the required modifications and continue to compete against natural gas.\textsuperscript{27} Over the past decade, approximately 1000 coal mining jobs have been lost in the county alone, with many more lost throughout eastern Kentucky.\textsuperscript{28} Citizens in eastern Kentucky, like those of many other coal-dependent regions throughout the United States, have come to widely believe that the federal government is waging a “War on Coal.”\textsuperscript{29} As Knott County Clerk Ken Gayheart stated: “That’s the way the people in our county feel—the regulations have gotten so tough.”\textsuperscript{30}

Similarly, Bell County Judge Albey Brock testified before the U.S. House Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations that he has been “on the front lines and in the trenches” for almost 20 years.\textsuperscript{31} In Bell County, the Plant Branch coal-fired power plant—first operated in 1959, last shutdown 1995—employed approximately 600 workers in its heyday.\textsuperscript{32} After the shutdown of the plant, the community was hit with a 41 percent employment decline.\textsuperscript{33} As a result, the local population declined by 30 percent as of 2010.\textsuperscript{34} Residents are still reeling from the economic loss, with some estimates suggesting that the economic impact of the shutdown cost the county $25.8 million in property taxes, accounting for 14 percent of Putnam County’s revenue in 2012.\textsuperscript{35} Tax increases will stem the loss to county coffers but may devastate communities with few economic resources besides coal-fired power plants, as per capita incomes within three miles of the shuttered coal-fired power plants range from a low of $19,835 in Savannah to a high of $25,834\textsuperscript{36} in Putnam.\textsuperscript{37} Indeed, these Georgia counties are emblematic of coal-fired power plant communities across the United States, which tend to have lower per capita incomes than their state’s average.\textsuperscript{38} These are vulnerable communities, dependent on coal-fired power plants that stabilized the local economy for over half a century while also deterring alternative forms of economic growth from entering the counties.\textsuperscript{39} Despite the unmistakable importance of coal-fired power plants from a local economic perspective, it is equally clear that coal-fired power plant emissions are a nationwide health concern that harms the public interest and requires government regulation to curb.\textsuperscript{40} However, in protecting the public health, the economic impact of EPA regulations has caused many coal-dependent communities to feel alienated and victimized, stoking fears of a “War on Coal” which obscures the environmental issues underlying the regulations and threatens continued environmental prog-

3. Central Georgia: Coal-Fired Power Plant Communities

Further south, Putnam, Chatham, and Coweta Counties in Georgia are reeling from the lost benefits and ever-present consequences of hosting coal-fired power plants. While the regional utility supplier, Georgia Power Company, was able to install new environmental controls to meet EPA’s new pollution standards, it found compliance costs too expensive to upgrade all of its coal-fired power plants.\textsuperscript{41} Here too, as in eastern Kentucky, residents and local community leaders feel alienated and victimized.\textsuperscript{42} As elsewhere, this rural region depended on jobs and tax revenue that the shuttered plants brought.\textsuperscript{43}

For example, in Putnam County, the Plant Branch coal-fired power plant operated by Georgia Power paid $1 million in property taxes, accounting for 14 percent of Putnam County’s revenue in 2012.\textsuperscript{44} Tax increases will stem the loss to county coffers but may devastate communities with few economic resources besides coal-fired power plants, as per capita incomes within three miles of the shuttered coal-fired power plants range from a low of $19,835 in Savannah to a high of $25,834\textsuperscript{45} in Putnam.\textsuperscript{46} Indeed, these Georgia counties are emblematic of coal-fired power plant communities across the United States, which tend to have lower per capita incomes than their state’s average.\textsuperscript{47} These are vulnerable communities dependent on coal-fired power plants that stabilized the local economy for over half a century while also deterring alternative forms of economic growth from entering the counties.\textsuperscript{48} Despite the unmistakable importance of coal-fired power plants from a local economic perspective, it is equally clear that coal-fired power plant emissions are a nationwide health concern that harms the public interest and requires government regulation to curb.\textsuperscript{49} However, in protecting the public health, the economic impact of EPA regulations has caused many coal-dependent communities to feel alienated and victimized, stoking fears of a “War on Coal” which obscures the environmental issues underlying the regulations and threatens continued environmental prog-
ress as conservative politicians look to exploit these closings to help gain political support.\textsuperscript{43}

B. Economic Impact of EPA Regulations

In recent years, coal-fired power plants have identified increasingly tighter EPA regulation as, at least, a contributing factor to their decision to shutter.\textsuperscript{44} Despite the contentious political treatment of this issue, it is unquestioned that EPA regulations, partly driven by the Obama Administration’s environmental platform, have taken a bolder approach since 2011.\textsuperscript{45} For instance, the Utility Maximum Achievable Control Technology ("MACT") Rule is estimated by EPA to cost up to $9.6 billion annually continuing over decades and affect approximately 600 power plants.\textsuperscript{46} An independent analysis estimated the Utility MACT Rule will be the most expensive regulation ever issued for power plants by EPA, and that total compliance costs could actually cost over $100 billion.\textsuperscript{47}

Compounding the effects of the Utility MACT Rule is the Boiler MACT Rule, which EPA estimates will incur new costs of $1.4 billion to $1.6 billion annually for the coal industry.\textsuperscript{48} IHS Global Insight, a conservative think tank, estimates that every $1 billion spent in complying with these regulations will put 16,000 jobs at risk and reduce U.S. gross domestic product by as much as $1.2 billion.\textsuperscript{49} EPA itself estimates that each individually affected sector may experience job losses as high 4100 or job gains reaching 8500 due to pollution abatement regulations.\textsuperscript{50}

With regard to the Boiler MACT Rule, Rick Wilson of Acacia Environmental Group posits that he does not believe “there will be a single company [in West Virginia] who burns coal in a boiler who will continue to burn coal” by three years after the time of the compliance date and that the Boiler MACT Rule will have a “major financial impact” at small plants like the plant belonging to one of his clients.\textsuperscript{51}

As of July 2013, 294 coal-fired electric-generating units have announced they were closing due, at least in part, to EPA policies.\textsuperscript{52} However, though coal-fired power plant operators consider market conditions in addition to compliance costs in their decision-making, regulations can nonetheless tip an operator’s decision to shutter rather than continue to compete against natural gas.\textsuperscript{53} For instance, FirstEnergy President James Lash conceded that, though two of his company’s plants were driven out partly by natural market forces, “the specter of compliance was still a factor in closing rather than letting natural market forces play out.”\textsuperscript{54}

C. Historical Parallel: 1970s Steel Mill Closings and Deindustrialization

The modern events of coal-fired power plant closings have a historical parallel with the steel mill closings and deindustrialization witnessed in the United States in the 1970s. Then, as now, blue collar industrial jobs, which provided wages and other benefits like health insurance and pensions, began to disappear as the industry’s framework became unprofitable.\textsuperscript{55} Indeed, coal-fired power plants that close today, such as Georgia Power, are forced to do so because of the unprofitability of the venture.\textsuperscript{56} Then, as now, there was a sudden increase in the frequency of steel mill closings leading to job losses, relocations, and forced early retirements.\textsuperscript{57}
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though closings had gradually occurred for years, it was the “number and size of closing, as well as their frequency” which so shocked steel mill communities. Most strikingly, entire regions of the country whose economic and cultural personalities had become enwined with their local steel mill could do nothing but watch as owners shuttered and left. As a result, many communities affected by steel mill closings in the late 1970s and early 1980s continue to struggle to rebound from job losses and neighborhood decay.

Indeed, a recent Massachusetts Institute of Technology (“MIT”) study labeled cities like modern Flint, Michigan, and Youngstown, Ohio as “forgotten cities,” because the formerly steel-dependent cities have a per capita income under 35,000 and suffer from what has been labeled as the “Five Pillars of Dominance” (i.e., industry, infrastructure, in-migration, institutions, and identity) and the “Five Slides of Decline” (i.e., shock, slippage, self-destruction, stigmatization, and shame). Applying the MIT framework to coal-fired power plant communities is useful to understand that these communities are at risk of becoming the next generation of forgotten cities for two reasons.

First, coal-fired power plant communities typically already suffer from per capita incomes below $35,000. Second, coal-fired power plant communities can be said to be in the “shock” phase of decline, with a clear risk of self-destruction, stigmatization, and shame given the increasingly controversial use of coal-power and the noticeable effects of pollution left from decades of coal-fired power plants. Moreover, like the so-called “forgotten cities” of the Steel Era, modern communities faced with a shuttering coal-fired power plant face similar obstacles mapped out by MIT: “a lack of civic engagement and institutions, inadequate governing capacity, and a negative collective mindset” which prevent cooperative planning for future progress. Local governments of Coweta and Putnam Counties, as County Judge Brock indicated, lack the governing capacity to successfully navigate the transition away from coal-dependency, instead they revert to a game of catch-up, and ensure lost property taxes are somehow recouped. Further, communities dependent on coal-fired power plants lack the institutions which can make up for the lost industry and lack a form of civic engagement that strives for solutions rather than lamenting the shuttering.

The “forgotten cities” of Flint and Youngstown maintained a similar dependence on their respective industries, though on a larger scale, as coal-dependent communities maintain today. For host communities like Coweta County to avoid a similar fate, it is vital that protective economic legislation like the proposed dual solutions in Part III be considered, or else they too may become forgotten.

II. Recent Government Solutions Regarding Shuttered Coal-Fired Power Plants

[“Transition assistance” in the past has often meant little more than a funeral for workers and communities. . . .]

—Joe Uehlein, former director of the AFL-CIO Center for Strategic Campaigns.

As the economic viability of coal power and the political attitude towards it changes, both the federal government and states have attempted to either stem the decline of coal or plan for, or in some cases even order, a “post-coal energy profile” that attends to the needs of affected communities. Although recent solutions, particularly those from Congress, are complicated by competing economic and environmental interests, each of the solutions discussed in this section achieve, at least indirectly, a clearer program to protect workers and host communities from the shuttering of coal-fired power plants. Vitally, each solution succeeds in overcoming the notion that workers and host communities must become collateral damage to environmental interests.

A. Federal and State Solutions: Converging Goals and Diverging Routes

This section discusses the experiences and solutions presented by the Mohave Generation Station in California, Washington’s State Senate Bill 5769, Massachusetts’s Bill H.2957, and the Dunkirk Power Plant approach in New York. Although all four of these state solutions responded to similar issues—the announced closing or state ordered closure of a coal-fired power plant—the responses varied widely and serve to define the proper focus and scope of the proposed state solutions and establish the need to avoid a single and inflexible state solution that ignores the different political leanings and responsiveness to this issue. Further, this section discusses the Stop the War on Coal Act and the ECRA to illustrate Congress’s present assessment of coal’s decline, which will serve as the foundation to the proposed federal solution which further refines this succession of proposed legislation.
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1. Mohave Generation Station—Pollution Credits as Renewable Energy Fund

After the Mohave Generating Station coal-powered plant shuttered, the California Public Utilities Commission ("CPUC") approved a "Just Transition Plan" ("Mohave Model") wherein revenue from the sale of pollution credits accrued by Southern California Edison ("SCE"), the plant’s operator, was placed into an escrow account.74 From the escrow account, the funds were redirected for use by Navajo and Hopi tribes for renewable energy projects.75 While Mohave Generating Station was shuttered in 2005, it was not until 2013, following litigation by the operator against the legality of credits earned by the ratepayer being transferred away from the ratepayer, and after nearly a decade of public protests and hearings, that the solution of pollution credits as a renewable energy fund was reached.76

The Mohave Model’s solution, which is essentially a “revolving fund” to pay development deposits for renewable projects,77 arose only after the concerted approval by the Navajo and Hopi tribes, a state senator, and CPUC.78 Impressively, CPUC determined the criteria by which projects could qualify for disbursement from SCE. This was done by ensuring that the projects would protect environmental interests but only if the Navajo and Hopi communities would also benefit from the projects.79 First, CPUC required that only renewable and alternative power projects are eligible.80 Second, CPUC required that the project pay a lease, rent, or royalty to the tribes or that a tribe or a government agency thereof (e.g., a utility) possess at least a 50% ownership interest in the project.81 Most importantly, these funds are held by SCE, civic engagement drives the program because Navajo and Hopi tribes are able to directly access these funds to bring in qualifying projects.82 SCE’s selections are ultimately counted towards its compliance with California’s Renewable Portfolio Standard Program, cleverly balancing the interests of the host communities, environmental protection, and the private utility provider.83

There are three benefits to the Mohave Model. First, the Mohave Model is open-ended in that it allows for targeted funds to be dispensed so long as the projects fit criteria designed to ensure the community is benefitted.84 This provides an opportunity for civic engagement and local responsibility, while also ensuring that, due to the disbursement’s targeted nature, the funds will be dispensed to develop sustainable energy infrastructure. Second, the opportunity—indeed, the requirement—for civic engagement and local responsibility is a vital element that is common to all potentially viable model solutions discussed in this section. Rather than prompting sentiments of alienation discussed above, the Mohave Model is carried out from within the community itself, allowing the community to determine its growth, and therefore, its future. Third, the Mohave Model balances the competing goals of protective economic legislation and environmental regulation. Rather than protect the local economy by continuing to operate the coal-fired power plant, and therefore stunt environmental regulation, the Mohave Model reconciles the interests by creating temporary and permanent jobs and steady economic growth, as the community dispenses its funds to build a renewable energy infrastructure.

Despite these benefits, there are also three significant drawbacks to the Mohave Model. First, the Mohave Model will be difficult to replicate through legislation. The Mohave Model arose as a grassroots response to imminent economic loss and benefited from the assistance of the Grand Canyon Trust, the Sierra Club, Senator Harry Reid, and a sympathetic CPUC.85 Such cooperation between the community and the government, as well as a favorable state agency stance, will be difficult to replicate by broad legislation. Second, the Mohave Model is vulnerable to corporate decisions regarding accrued pollution credits. The plant operator in this instance, SCE, had accrued a backlog of pollution credits that it had yet to redeem.86 Legislation may deter operators from accumulating pollution credits in the first place, rendering the Mohave Model ineffective. Third, pollution credits and, therefore, the benefits of the Mohave Model vary from plant to plant, and so the Mohave Model will necessarily produce disparate results from community to community.87 Nonetheless, the Mohave Model illustrates a transition plan that fosters community involvement and economic growth in an intuitive, although not easily replicable, manner.
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88. It is therefore conceivable that, hypothetically, though Community A lost 500 jobs at Plant A while Community B lost 250 jobs at Plant B, Community B may receive a larger credit trust fund by a fortuitous circumstance that Plant B neglected to redeem its pollution credits while Plant A redeemed it annually, leaving nothing but the most recent years pollution credits available to the credit trust fund. Such a disparate result, and indeed the transfer of a negligible trust fund to Community A despite its relatively larger loss, weighs heavily against the Mohave Model as a viable solution.
2. **Washington State’s Senate Bill 5769**

Far different in scope from the Mohave Model is Washington State’s Senate Bill 5769 (“WA Model”). The WA Model requires a shuttering coal-fired power plant to undergo a fourteen-year decommissioning process accompanied by a $55 million transition fund to be invested in the local community to help it transition away from dependence on the plant. This fund is derived from a memorandum agreement reached by the governor and the owner of a qualifying facility (i.e., a coal-fired baseload facility that emitted more than one million tons of greenhouse gases in any year prior to 2008) wherein the facility owner must agree to provide, through tax exemptions, $30 million to the affected community for economic development and energy efficiency and $25 million between 2012 and 2023 for energy technologies with the potential to create energy, economic development, or other environmental benefits. Additionally, the WA Model creates the Community Economic Revitalization Board, comprised of twenty members appointed by the governor, and requires it, along with the Public Works Board, to solicit and give priority consideration to projects that attract new industrial and commercial projects to areas affected by the closure of a qualifying coal-fired power plant.

The WA Model has three primary benefits over the Mohave Model. First, because the WA Model resulted from mounting environmental and community pressure on a state government, the WA Model is an example of protective economic legislation that aggressively accounts for the interests of the affected communities. Further, unlike the Mohave Model, it accounts for local interests in economic growth and stability without favoring any one industry, instead flexibly leaving open the opportunity for a wide array of industries to bid and helping Washington communities find the proposal with the best economic and community fit. Second, the required fourteen-year gradual decommissioning of the plant requires operator, community, and local government involvement and affords ample time to develop a subsequent transition process. Third, the WA Model entrusts a total sum of $55 million through tax exemptions for a transition fund that can only be used for expenditures by individuals mentioned by the facility-owner in the memorandum agreement. These individuals must include members representing the county economic development council, local elected officials, facility employees, and the facility owner. This allows for predictability, achieves the MIT Study’s goal of facilitating civic engagement, and further assists with preparation for life after a shuttered coal-fired power plant. Moreover, because the fund is used to solicit and review transition proposals that will attract new industrial and commercial activities into the area, the fund does not finitely tie the achievable economic growth the community can achieve to the lump sum.

Despite the WA Model’s benefits, it suffers from two potentially significant drawbacks. First, even though the sum is to be deducted through tax exemptions, the WA Model effectively requires qualifying facility owners to close the plant and provide $55 million through 2023. This may prove too controversial to propose in other states due to the Model’s perceived anticoal stance. Second, assigning a list of individuals able to approve expenditures to each closing coal-fired power plant may be counterintuitive as the WA Model is ambiguous on how exactly these individuals are to interact with the Public Works Board and Community Economic Revitalization Board. Compared to a single, permanent committee, ad hoc committees will be inexperienced and unable to develop an institutional memory for how to navigate general issues that a permanent committee would accrue with experience.

3. **Massachusetts’s H.R. 2935**

A more practical solution than the Mohave and Washington Models is found in Massachusetts’s Bill H.2935 (“MA Model”), which as of February 2015 has been discharged to the Committee on House Rules following a favorable report by the Joint Committee on Telecommunications, Utilities and Energy. The MA Model requires the commissioner of the Department of Energy Resources to adopt a plan for replacing all use of coal energy resource in Massachusetts.
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by 2020, including a plan for the orderly retirement of all coal-fired power plants and their subsequent replacement with clean energy alternatives.\textsuperscript{105} To implement this plan, the commissioner is to create several assessments.\textsuperscript{106} One such assessment analyzes the potential for reuse of each coal-fired power plant site for alternatives that emit few or no greenhouse gases or other regulated air pollutants, including electric generation and non-generation alternatives.\textsuperscript{107} Another requires the commissioner to focus on such measures that minimize economic impacts on host communities.\textsuperscript{108} The MA Model establishes a Community Transitioning Fund for the purpose of mitigating the economic impact of the retirement of coal-fired power plants on the employees of such facilities and on the municipality where the plant is located.\textsuperscript{109} Impressively, the MA Model makes clear that the legislation is to be guided by the public interest by expressly requiring that all funds be disbursed to mitigate these economic impacts.\textsuperscript{110}

The MA Model is notable for its thoroughness and the fact that it calls for all coal-fired power plant closings to be accompanied by a transition plan to establish alternative energy infrastructure and expressly accounts for “host communities.”\textsuperscript{111} However, as a solution, it is unwieldy because it established Community Transitioning Funds only after a government-mandated withdrawal from the use of coal-energy in Massachusetts.\textsuperscript{112} While Massachusetts may see fit to transition away from coal energy on a state-wide level, Congressional legislation mandating such a deliberate transition would likely, in the late Senator Robert Byrd’s own estimation, never pass muster in Congress.\textsuperscript{113} As such, while the MA Model is an instance of protective economic legislation that balances the interests of environmental regulation, the MA Model cannot, as written, be broadly applied throughout the United States to achieve consistent results.

4. Stop the War on Coal Act (H.R. 3409)

The Stop the War on Coal Act, H.R. 3409, was passed by the U.S. House of Representatives on September 21, 2012, but was never passed by the U.S. Senate after it was referred to the Senate Environment and Public Works Committee.\textsuperscript{114} H.R. 3409’s proponents highlighted the bill’s purpose to allow time to responsibly undertake an open, transparent rulemaking that fairly accounts for job and economic impacts.\textsuperscript{115} To prevent EPA from pursuing whatever policy it wishes,\textsuperscript{116} the bill packaged several acts, two of which bear mention. Title II, the Energy Tax Prevention Act, would have permanently prevented EPA from ever implementing carbon cap-and-tax regimes to reduce greenhouse emissions.\textsuperscript{117} In addition, title III, the Transparency in Regulatory Analysis of Impacts to the Nation Act, would have required an interagency committee to analyze the cumulative economic impacts of costly environmental regulations to better understand how these policies affect jobs.\textsuperscript{118}

Partisan rhetoric surrounded discussion in Congress with Republican Wyoming Senator John Barrasso alleging that the recent regulations of “Obama’s heavy-handed EPA” were “designed to end coal.”\textsuperscript{119} Unsurprisingly, the bill died in the Democrat-controlled Senate without a vote. Qualms with the bill were summarized by Democratic Staff from the House Committee on Energy and Commerce, which reported that title II “legislatively repeals the scientific finding by EPA that greenhouse gases endanger [the] public health.”\textsuperscript{120} The proposed federal solution discussed below will avoid similarly stringent pitfalls and instead shifts focus away from the coal industry to avoid such partisan divisiveness.\textsuperscript{121}

Nonetheless, title III’s requirement of an interagency committee to analyze the cumulative economic impacts of certain environmental regulations is noteworthy for its breadth and the fact that it brings greater accountability for the economic effects of regulations affecting coal-fired power plant communities by shifting final power away from EPA and onto elected representatives.\textsuperscript{122} This directly assuages concerns of alienation and victimization relayed by community members of Masontown, Pennsylvania, and Coweta County, Georgia, feelings which stoke the “War on Coal” rhetoric.\textsuperscript{123}

However, under analysis, titles II and III are examples of protective economic legislation that do not reconcile the competing interests of protecting the local communities with that of permitting environmental regulation over coal. Further, the intent of title III, though ostensibly drafted to protect American energy prices and jobs, is belied by the title of the entire bill—“Stop the War on Coal Act.” Unlike the Mohave, WA, and MA Models, the Stop the War on Coal Act by its name alone appears to favor the coal industry and so misdirects focus away from protecting communities.
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\item \textsuperscript{105} Id. § 2.
\item \textsuperscript{106} Id. § 2(0)-(v).
\item \textsuperscript{107} Id. § 2(ii).
\item \textsuperscript{108} Id. § 2(iii).
\item \textsuperscript{109} Id. § 3.11K.
\item \textsuperscript{110} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{111} Id. § 2(ii)–(iii).
\item \textsuperscript{112} See id. §§ 2, 11K.
\item \textsuperscript{114} Tracking the United States Congress, GovTrack, https://www.govtrack.us/congress/bills/112/hr3409/ (last visited Nov. 2, 2014).
\item \textsuperscript{117} The Stop the War on Coal Act, ENERGY & COM. COMMITTEE (Sept. 20, 2012), http://energycommerce.house.gov/fact-sheet/stop-war-coal-act-hr-3409.
\item \textsuperscript{118} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{121} Id. (noting that title II also prohibits EPA from requiring CO\textsubscript{2} reductions in the plane, boat, train, and large construction equipment industries and repeals California’s power to regulate CO\textsubscript{2} pollution from motor vehicles).
\item \textsuperscript{123} Gideon, supra note 17; Israel, supra note 10.
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Protecting the coal industry is not seen in other models and strips the bill of its viability, despite its beneficial aspects, which are refined by the proposed federal solution.

5. ECRA

Subsequent to the Stop the War on Coal Act, the House of Representatives passed ECRA in September 2013, which as of February 2015 has been received in the Senate and referred to the Committee on Environment and Public Works. ECRA requires heightened transparency and interagency scrutiny of EPA regulations that EPA estimates will cost more than $1 billion. To accomplish this transparency, ECRA provides that EPA may not promulgate an energy-related rule costing more than $1 billion unless (1) EPA first submits a report to Congress detailing the proposed regulation’s purpose as well as certain cost, benefit, energy price, and job impacts; and (2) the Secretary of Energy, working with the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, the Administrator of the Energy Information Administration, the Secretary of Commerce, and the Small Business Administration, determines the regulation will not deleteriously impact consumer energy cost, employment, and economic growth. However, if the Secretary of Energy, in consultation with other relevant agencies, determines the rule would cause significant adverse effects to the economy, it may send the proposed regulation back to the EPA for redrawing.

These two facets of ECRA provide two benefits. First, it is an instance of high-profile protective economic legislation that can both lessen feelings of victimization in communities, thereby reducing “War on Coal” rhetoric, and prods EPA to exercise greater care before enacting regulations EPA finds to have particularly high compliance costs. Second, by prohibiting EPA from finalizing a rule that “would cause significant adverse effects to the economy,” local economic interests would necessarily be protected by federal legislation.

However, ECRA, like the Stop the War on Coal Act, is incomplete protective economic regulation that would seriously impair EPA’s discretion over rulemaking. Indeed, similar to the Stop the War on Coal Act, ECRA’s provisions only go toward preventing EPA from implementing regulations that might be too expensive for energy industries to comply with, and so appear to only obstruct EPA from implementing costly regulations. As such, it does not block regulations; those that satisfy ECRA’s standards may nonetheless result in closures. Because ECRA fails to provide any further protection for communities once regulations are passed in compliance with its terms, ECRA is vulnerable to attacks that it is a “veiled assault” aimed at hindering the EPA’s regulatory goals, rather than actively promoting the interests of consumers and communities impacted by EPA regulations. Due to a lack of any further provisions, such as a transition plan committee or fund, ECRA appears to be reactionary, like its predecessor, and tuned to protect the coal industry rather than coal-dependent communities.

The above models can be synthesized into several beneficial elements. The state solutions are beneficial in (1) establishing a source for transition funds, (2) establishing a route for postcoal transition, and (3) involving the local government and community into this route. Further, the state solutions provide for stability by replacing or planning to replace property tax bases and by substituting permanent jobs for those lost to a coal-fired power plants closure. Federally, the two discussed approaches produce another beneficial element—interagency review of EPA regulations that might adversely affect jobs. However, the two federal approaches are significant in showing what a proposed solution intended to protect host communities should not do, namely (1) broadly restrict EPA’s regulatory capacity and (2) inculcate discussion of the proposal and the proposal itself with industry favoritism and accusatory partisan rhetoric. In short, the models inform the proposed solutions on how to achieve the goal of protecting host communities without distraction on matters, such as preservation of the coal industry or reigniting in regulation, which should be considered ancillary to this goal.

III. Proposed Solutions

From these above solutions and from the circumstances of host communities, solutions to coal-fired power plant shut downs must reconcile the environmental interests of the state or county with the economic interests of local communities affected by such shut downs. Insensitivity to either concern will leave legislation proposals unviable. Therefore, this Note will propose a federal solution and alternate state solutions.

A. Federal Solution: Amending the Energy Consumers Relief Act

As discussed, ECRA fails to fully account for the interests of communities affected by coal-fired power plant shut downs and is politically contentious for permitting the Secretary of Energy to maintain what is essentially a veto power over EPA. Two amendments are therefore in order. One amendment modifies ECRA to require interagency review power that is collaborative rather than domineering in nature, and a second adds a provision requiring the federal government and state actors to form a transition plan for communities where (1) a closing coal-fired power plant reason for closing was primarily attributed by the facility-owner to an EPA regulation, which (2) was estimated to cost at least $1 billion
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in compliance, but (3) was nonetheless approved following interagency review.

Given the present political climate where the notion of a war on coal is widely felt, the first proposed amendment to ECRA requires that passage of EPA regulations estimated by EPA to cost at least $1 billion in compliance costs be coordinated between EPA, the Department of Energy, the Department of Commerce, and the Department of Labor. Such regulations will only be permitted upon majority approval that a proposed regulation’s costs cannot clearly be expected to impose adverse job costs upon local economies. Only where job losses can clearly be expected should the agencies then collaborate to mitigate the regulation’s impact on jobs. If job losses can still clearly be expected, following revision and reassessment, then the EPA may proceed with the regulation.

As a matter of policy, this coordination serves to obviate criticisms that regulations having such impacts amount to rigid environmental protectionism without adequate consideration of economic factors by requiring analysis from various agency perspectives. In doing so, this provides authority to these agencies, which EPA must accommodate, thereby reconciling the competing interests of environmental and economic protection where adverse job costs can clearly be estimated. For purposes of feasibility, unlike the Stop the War on Coal Act and the original ECRA, this balance is achieved only where adverse job costs are a separate factor to be considered in addition to ECRA’s present threshold of $1 billion in compliance costs. Consequently, this revision refocuses ECRA onto communities, rather than the coal industry, and without recourse to rigid and politically divisive mechanisms, which would undercut EPA’s authority to pass environmental regulations.

Similar concerns justify a second amendment. Specifically, this second amendment is a provision that requires creating a transition plan for host communities facing the shutdown of a coal-fired power plant. Transition plans would be required if the shutdown was estimated to be the result of over $1 billion in compliance costs, but not expected to have clear job costs or costs that could not be avoided despite earlier attempts to revise the action’s adverse economic effects through interagency review. The operator of a shuttering coal-fired power plant may submit a report to the Department of Commerce’s Bureau of Economic Analysis discussing economic factor(s) (i.e., competition or compliance costs) which the operator considered in deciding to close and identifying which, if any, was the primary reason. If an EPA regulation meeting the above criteria is cited as the primary reason, and is confirmed by the Bureau of Economic Analysis as being rational and plausible based on review of the operator’s reasoning, local market conditions, and plant performance history and revenue trends, then a transition plan must be formulated for the host community.

This provision is necessary because agency estimates generally, including EPA’s, are not always reliable. But, more importantly, this amendment is not meant to increase transparency, but rather is meant to offset job losses and reinforce to affected communities that they are not simply collateral damage to environmental progress. Likewise, the amendment ensures that communities with such a unique dependence on coal will not have to face decades of instability and economic recovery like that which continues to plague the “forgotten cities” of steel deindustrialization.

Substantively, the transition plan will propose the creation of a transition board, the “Local Response Team,” tasked with soliciting proposals for economic redevelopment of the host community, with priority given to projects that introduce renewable or alternative energy infrastructure. Further, giving priority to projects that introduce renewable or alternative energy infrastructure recognizes the laudable goal of the Mohave Model to reconcile community interests with environmental protection, but recognizes that such a fixed approach may not be in the best interests or even feasible for every community across the country. Therefore, although preference may be given to those projects advancing alternative or renewable energy infrastructure, the absolute priority remains to secure a transition plan which best accounts for the economic interests of the host community.

In further recognition of this absolute priority and flexibility, and in accord with all of the state-level model solutions, the Local Response Team accounts for local interests through its composition of local community leaders. Specifically, the Local Response Team is to be comprised of local labor leaders, local elected officials (state and federal), and members from relevant state agencies (e.g., Washington’s Public Works Board) appointed by the state governor. Further assistance will be provided as needed by the U.S. Small Business Administration and Economic Development Administration, agencies with experience in designing initiatives for sustainable growth and economic development and with the built-in budget to secure loans and grants for qualifying businesses and projects. The Local Response Team’s composition ensures that, despite ECRA being federal legislation, community cooperation and civic engagement by civilians, bureaucrats, and state and federal politicians is maintained. As the MIT study demonstrated, this type of engagement is vital. Further, by excluding influence from EPA at this stage, the purpose of the amendment provisions is crystallized as not to inflexibly push for even further environmental progress in the face of a coal-fired power plant closure, but instead to achieve economic growth through environmental
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134. VA. DEP’T OF ENVT. QUALITY, FINAL MITIGATION BANKING INSTRUMENT TEMPLATE 5–7 (Feb. 5, 2010), available at http://www.deq.virginia.gov/Programs/Water/WetlandsStreams/Mitigation.aspx (establishing an Interagency Review Team consisting of a combination of eleven federal and state agencies, including EPA, which oversees the establishment, use, and operation of a Mitigation Bank to replace the biological, chemical, and physical functions of wetland resources to compensate for unavoidable wetland losses).
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progress only if the community deems it to be preferable to other alternative projects that focus on, for example, retail shopping malls or other industrial development, rather than sustainable energy to replace the energy lost from the shut- tered coal-fired power plant.

Finally, while it is true that a plant operator will have no incentive not to identify EPA regulation as the primary reason for its closure, this identification will be subject to scrutiny and corroboration by the Bureau of Economic Analysis. Further, it is preferable to host communities that the trigger for the formation of a transition plan err on the side of plausibility rather than on the certainty of a plant operators identification of EPA regulations as the primary factor in its decision to close. At this stage, what is crucial is that a coal-fired power plant has closed and a community now faces an uncertain future; so long as the operator’s report stakes out a plausible and corroborated connection between the cited EPA regulation(s) and the decision to close, that is, and should be, sufficient to trigger a transition plan.

B. Primary State Solution: Ten-Year State and Facility Owner-Funded Transition Plans

However, the ECRA amendments are only half of an effective plan because they do not trigger unless an operator attributes its closing to an EPA regulation estimated to cost $1 billion in compliance, and so does not account for other EPA regulations and closures as a result of natural market forces. A state-level solution boosts the effectiveness of the ECRA amendment and ensures that all communities affected by a coal-fired power plant closing, regardless of the reasons for the closing, are adequately protected.

Substantively, there are three requirements for the solution: (1) there must be a creation of a seven-member board to form once any coal-fired power plant not subject to the ECRA amendments announces its closing, (2) there must be the establishment of an Affected Community Transition Fund137 for the board to use, and (3) the Affected Community Transition Fund must solicit proposals for post-closing transition plans, which may be adopted if they (a) create permanent jobs to at least partially offset the number lost from the coal-fired plant138 and (b) are approved by the board and by the county, counties, or township(s) of the affected community.139 The board will consist of governor-appointed members from the state’s relevant energy and labor depart-

ments and from the state agency responsible for economic infrastructure (e.g., Washington’s Public Works Board), the local state legislator of the affected community, the local town councilman of the affected community, an employee of the closing coal-fired power plant elected by his employees to represent their interests, and the owner or appointee of the facility-owner. This cross-section requires civic engagement by employees of the closing coal-fired power plant and places their chosen representative on an equal footing with other members of the state government, providing a platform to ensure employee interests are used to shape the community’s fate. Further, in states with multiple coal-fired power plants subject to closures, a distinct board accounting for the local members will be created but the governor-appointed members will be permanent fixtures on each board to provide subsequent affected communities the benefit of a degree of institutional memory.

This approach takes cues from the state-level model solutions and blends them. For instance, part 3(a)’s requirement stems from the Mohave Model, but rather than require that only renewable and alternative energy projects be eligible, 3(a) makes eligible only those projects that the board determines will provide permanent employment. Focus on permanent growth was a facet missing from the WA Model140 which also serves to avoid the WA Model’s and the Mohave Model’s potentially divisive focus on renewable and alternative energy. The goal is to promote, without assigning priority among project types like the WA Model, the affected communities’ economic interests because, in losing its coal-fired power plant, environmental protection interests have already been achieved; now the economic interests must follow suit to protect these communities as they brace for a local economic landscape without the coal-fired power plant on which they had grown dependent. Further, requiring a priority for renewable energy is likely a redundant provision anyhow because having lost production on the electrical grid from the closing coal-fired power plant, the state, and the board, therefore, will act rationally through the governor-appointed energy department member to account for that loss.

C. Alternate State Solution: Repowering Coal-Fired Power Plants to Natural Gas

While passing state legislation to affect a transition plan through intuitive state and local government boards is preferable, many states may feel dissuaded by the involved and long-term approach of such solution. A third solution is a more logistically conservative attempt to accommodate such sentiments by providing a fixed transition plan for state legislatures to pursue and takes its cue from New York’s experience with the NRG Dunkirk Power Plant.

The Repowering to Natural Gas Solution (“RNG”) would require, and if available, be subsidized through ratepayers,

137. To enable aggressive solicitation and to encourage proposals, the fund will amount to no less that $55 million (as per the WA Model and to avoid issues of uncertainty as seen in the Mohave Model) and will be sourced from the state’s budget and/or from the suspension of tax exemptions given to the operator of the closing coal-fired power plant or, where available, from the transfer of accrued energy credits from the operator to the fund. The state will have discretion on which sourcing route(s) to pursue.

138. To meet the goals of economic stability and job creation without overly limiting the scope of proposals which may be considered and thereby sacrificing the goal of community discretion to choose a preferred proposal, the number of permanent jobs anticipated to be created should be at least 25% of that lost due to the coal-fired power plant’s closing.

139. Because an affected “community” may transcend town and county barriers, the proper voting pool must be set by the board and approved by the state governor.

repowering a shuttering coal-fired power plants to natural gas if (1) the retrofit is approved by host county or township referendum; (2) the closing coal-fired power plant is state-owned or is owned by a willing energy company that agrees to convert the plant and continue operations as a natural gas plant; and (3) the closing of the coal-fired power plant will, in the municipality’s estimation, result in a loss of reliability on the grid due to lost energy. The state governor will determine whether a referendum is to be held by the county or the township and will depend on the extent of the coal-fired power plant’s employment, so as to best reflect what amounts to the effected host community. The latter provision regarding estimated reliability impacts to the electric grid is an optional clause.

The RNG solution permits local governments to maintain property tax bases, transfer coal-related jobs to permanent natural gas production jobs, create temporary jobs, and ensures stability on the electrical grid. Moreover, while the cost to repower depends on the site, and requires consultation with a specialized firm to determine, costs are kept down by use of already existing infrastructure and the ability to pass on costs to ratepayers. Repowering to natural gas therefore serves as an economic bandage of sorts to preserve the status quo.

The RNG solution provides four benefits. First, in requiring approval by the host community, it ensures, albeit in a narrower context than the second solution, that local residents are involved in the political process and given the platform to make their voices matter. For example, should the community wish to rid itself of power plants altogether or pressure local politicians for alternate action, it will have the opportunity to do so. Second, the RNG solution is industry-neutral because, although it would convert coal-fired power plants to natural gas plants, it does not mandate the repowering or shuttering of any privately owned plant without that operator’s willing consent. As such, because the RNG solution is essentially an opt-in for plants that would shutter anyhow, the RNG solution may be a tenable and politically safe solution for states that typically oppose regulation of the coal industry. Third, the optional third clause demonstrates greater political neutrality and restraint by demonstrating that the legislature’s motivation is, by necessity, guided by concerns for grid reliability in the municipality served by the closing coal-fired power plant. This casts the RNG solution as precautionary energy legislation rather than either protective economic legislation or aggressive environmental regulation, again making it easier to survive even the most hostile of political climates. Finally, once enacted, the RNG solution provides a fixed and predictable route, which some states may desire over the more free-roaming nature of ad hoc boards and long-term phase-outs. Of course, the drawback of the RNG solution is that, to appease more averse political climates so that some shade of transition plan legislation is enacted, it requires the continuation of a region’s dependence on fossil fuels and vaults a less vigorous defense of the economic interests of host communities compared to the alternate state solution.

IV. Conclusion

To better protect communities affected by closing coal-fired power plants, legislation at the federal and state level must be passed that dispenses with political and partisan rhetoric. To avoid the recurrence of the forgotten cities of steel deindustrialization and foster economic growth for communities that have both been harmed by the pollution from coal-fired power plants but have also become dependent on these plants, the need for this legislation is demonstrated. As such, the proposed solutions for two ECRA amendments in conjunction with either a long-term transition plan or the regeneration of a coal-fired power plant to natural gas works to not only balance, but reconcile the competing interests of environmental and economic protection and independence. Together, the proposed solutions eliminate a problem before the communities become yet another casualty of government inaction. More importantly, they enable stability and foster community involvement at a vital crossroads for coal-dependent communities. The proposed solutions therefore empower host communities to plan for their own futures, shoulder responsibilities of its own choosing, and shape the local economic landscape after the departure of a coal-fired power plant in a manner which best suits their own needs.
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